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EASTER DELIGHT 

—————————- 
Language: English 

 

Size: incl. bunny ears: 18x16cm or 7x6.3inch 

(When made with the recommended yarn..) 

 

 

 

 

 

MATERIALS:  

Yarn: Dk yarn or 4ply milk cotton or Scheepjes Soft Fun yarn in these colors

• Light yellow: 5-10m/5-10yd 

• Light pink: 5-10m/5-10yd 

• Light blue: 15-20m/15-20yd 

• Light salmon: 5-10m/5-10yd 

• Light purple: 15-20m/15-20yd 

• Brown: 25-30m/27-33yd 

• White: 130-150m/145-165yd 

• Yellow: 40-50m/45-55yd 

• Dark brown: 55-75m/60-85yd

 

**m= meter - yd= yard 

Crochet hook: 2.5mm 

Other needed materials: stuffing, scissors, pencil, ruler, glue, tapestry needle, 

5mm thick cardboard, yellow artificial stamen, stitch markers 

 

Abbreviations:

• Ch: chain(s) 

• Slst: slip stitch 

• Sc: single crochet 

• Hdc: half double crochet 

• Dc: double crochet 

• Inc: sc increase 

• Dec: sc decrease 

• Hdc inc: half double crochet increase 

• BLO: in back loops only 

• FLO: in front loops only 

• MR: magic ring 

• R: row
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NOTES: 

 

*When the pattern says *….* repeat (…) = you need to repeat what is between the *…* till 

the end of the row.  The number between the (…) is the total number of stitches you 

should have once you get to the end of the row 

 

*I recommend an invisible decrease instead of a normal decrease to avoid holes in the 

finished item 

 

*The “ch1” from “ch1 and turn” does NOT count as a stitch.  The same goes for ch2 and 

turn 

 

*The color you need to use for your row is mentioned at the beginning of the row.  When 

nothing is mentioned you need to use the same color as the previous row 

 

*Whenever the row tells you to work in either front or back loop only, this is for that 

particular row only, not for the previous or next row unless stated otherwise 

 

*This pattern is made with a “YARN UNDER” single crochet.  Even though I highly 

recommend the use of this instead of the normal single crochet, you can still make this 

pattern with a normal single crochet.  The end result will then just be slightly bigger than 

mine 

 

*Using thicker yarn and a bigger crochet hook than me will result in a bigger finished 

item.   

 

*Using thinner yarn and a smaller crochet hook than me will result in a smaller finished 

item. 

 

*When you see (P1), (P2), (P3),…that is telling you which picture your row or sentence is 

referring to. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION:  
 

Row examples: 
 

*2sc, inc, 2sc* repeat = 2sc, inc, 2sc, 2sc, inc, 2sc, 2sc, inc, 2sc, ... 

*3sc, inc* repeat = 3sc, inc, 3sc, inc, 3sc, inc, ... 

 

 

This crochet pattern is for personal use only and may NOT 

be copied, sold, resold, shared (with 

people/friends/online/...), translated, published, distributed, 

claimed as your own design, ... in any way or form without 

my permission.   

 

If you have a question about the pattern and would like to 

post it on Facebook, please use a photo of the row you have 

a problem with, not several rows, half a page or even more..   

 

You can sell the finished item (not the pattern of course) in 

limited quantities, but please mention the designer (= 

Craftygenesindonesia) and where the pattern can be found. 
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PATTERN: 

 

Cake:  

Part 1: 

R1: with brown: 6sc in a MR 

R2: inc 6x (12) 

R3: *1sc, inc* repeat (18) 

R4: *1sc, inc, 1sc* repeat (24) 

R5: *3sc, inc* repeat (30) 

R6: *2sc, inc, 2sc* repeat (36) 

R7: *5sc, inc* repeat (42) 

R8: *3sc, inc, 3sc* repeat (48) 

R9: BLO: 48sc 

R10-11: 48sc 

R12: with light blue and FLO: 48slst 

R13: BLO: 48sc 

R14-16: 48sc 

R17: with light pink and FLO: 48slst 

R18: BLO: 48sc 

R19-20: 48sc 

R21: with light yellow and FLO: 

48slst 

R22: BLO: 48sc 

R23: 48sc 

R24: with light purple and FLO: 

48slst 

R25: BLO: 48sc 

R26-27: 48sc 

- Make 1slst in the 1st stitch 

- Cut the yarn but leave a long tail 

 

Part 2:  

R1-8: exactly the same as R1-8 of part 1 but this time make it with light 

purple yarn 

- There is no R9-27 this time 

- Make 1slst in the first stitch 

- Cut the yarn 

- Place this part 2 on cardboard, trace around and cut out 

- You need to cut enough cardboard to fill part 1 (P1) 

- Place the cardboard stacked in part 1 (P1) 
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- Glue part 2 on the last cardboard (P2) 

- Attach white yarn to a stitch of row 27 of part 1 (P3) 

- Crochet the last row of part 1 together with the last row of part 2 (P3) 

- Then after that, in the white stitches you do this: *1bobble stitch, 1sl st in 

the next stitch* repeat till the end (the bobble stitch is made with 5dc 

stitches) (P4) 

- Glue in place against the light purple part so that you don’t see the purple 

front loops (P5) 

 

 

PLATFORM:  

Part 1:

R1: with white: 6sc in a MR R2: inc 6x (12) 

1 2 3 

4 5 
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R3: *1sc, inc* repeat (18) 

R4: *1sc, inc, 1sc* repeat (24) 

R5: *3sc, inc* repeat (30) 

R6: *2sc, inc, 2sc* repeat (36) 

R7: *5sc, inc* repeat (42) 

R8: *3sc, inc, 3sc* repeat (48) 

R9: *7sc, inc* repeat (54) 

R10: *4sc, inc, 4sc* repeat (60) 

R11: *9sc, inc* repeat (66) 

R12: *5sc, inc, 5sc* repeat (72) 

R13: *11sc, inc* repeat (78) 

R14: *6sc, inc, 6sc* repeat (84) 

R15: *13sc, inc* repeat (90) 

R16: BLO: 90sc 

- Make 1slst in the first stitch 

- Cut the yarn but leave a long tail

 

Part 2: 

R1-15: exactly like part 1 and also 

with white yarn 

- There is no R16 this time 

- Make 1slst in the first stitch 

- Cut the yarn 

- Place this piece on cardboard, 

trace around 1x and cut out 

- Glue the cardboard in part 1 (P6) 

- Glue part 2 on the cardboard (P6) 

- Sew the last row of part 1 to the 

last row of part 2

 

Frosting:

R1: with white: 6sc in a MR  

R2: inc 6x (12)  

- Mark front loop 1 of row 2 

- From now on all rows of the 

frosting are to be made in BLO: 

R3: *1sc, inc* repeat (18) 

R4: *1sc, inc, 1sc* repeat (24) 

6 
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R5: *3sc, inc* repeat (30) 

- Cut the yarn and reattach to the 

marked first front loop of row 2 

(P7) 

- Make 2dc in every front loop 

from row 2-6 (P8) 

- Cut the yarn 

- Glue the frosting in place (P9)

 

Easter bunny ears:

R1: with light salmon: ch11 

- Work around the chain now (see 

drawing at the bottom of the page) 

R2: start in the 2nd ch from the 

hook: 9sc, 3sc in the last ch, 9sc, ch1 

and turn (21) 

R3: 9sc, inc 3x, 9sc, ch1 and turn 

(24) 

- Cut the yarn 

- Make 2 ears like this with light 

salmon and then 2 with white 

- Place a light salmon ear on top of a 

white one (P10) 

- With white yarn crochet the 2 

pieces together in the following 

way: 

- 10sc, inc, 1sc, inc, 1sc, inc, 9sc (27) 

(P10-11)  

- Cut the yarn but leave a tail 

- Crochet the second ear pieces 

together the same way 

- Put aside for later 

 

7 8 9 
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Daffodil: 

Part 1:

R1: with yellow: 6sc in a MR 

R2: inc 6x (12) 

R3: 12sc 

R4: *3sc, inc* repeat (15) 

R5: 15sc  

R6: *2sc, inc, 2sc* repeat (18) 

R7-8: 18sc 

R9: in every stitch make: *1sc + ch3 

+ 1sl st* 

- Make 1sl st in the first stitch 

- Cut the yarn

 

Part 2 (the petals): 

R1: with yellow: ch11 

- Work back and forth around the chain now (same method as the ears) 

R2: start in the 2nd ch from the hook: 5hdc, 4sc, in last ch make 

*1sc+1hdc+1sc*, then on the other side of the chain 4sc, 5hdc, ch2 and turn 

(21)  

R3: 5hdc, 5sc, in next stitch make *1sc+1hdc+1sc*, then 5sc, 5hdc, ch2 and 

turn (23) 

R4: 6hdc, 5sc, in next stitch make *1sc+1hdc+1sc*, then 5sc, 6hdc (25) 

- Cut the yarn but leave a tail 

- Make a total of 6 petals like this 

10 11 
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- Sew/glue them in place (P12-13) 

- Glue and sew part 1 in place (P14) 

- Glue or tie your artificial stamen in part 1 (P15-20) 

- Put aside for later 

 

 

12 13 14 

15 16 17 
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Easter egg:

Part 1:  

R1: with dark brown: ch7 

R2: start in the 2nd ch from the 

hook: inc, 4sc, inc, ch1 and turn (8) 

R3: inc, 6sc, inc, ch1 and turn (10) 

R4: inc, 8sc, inc, ch1 and turn (12) 

R5: inc, 10sc, inc, ch1 and turn (14) 

R6: inc, 12sc, inc, ch1 and turn (16) 

R7-15: 16sc, ch1 and turn 

R16: dec, 12sc, dec, ch1 and turn 

(14) 

R17-18: 14sc, ch1 and turn  

R19: dec, 10sc, dec, ch1 and turn 

(12) 

R20-21: 12sc, ch1 and turn  

R22: dec, 8sc, dec, ch1 and turn (10) 

R23: 10sc, ch1 and turn  

R24: dec, 6sc, dec, ch1 and turn (8) 

R25: 8sc, ch1 and turn  

R26: dec, 4sc, dec, ch1 and turn (6) 

R27: dec, 2sc, dec, ch1 and turn (4) 

R28: dec 2x, ch1 and turn (2) 

R29: make sc stitches all around the 

egg  

R30-32: make sc stitches all around 

the egg again 

- Make 1slst in the first stitch 

- Cut the yarn but leave a long tail

 

Part 2:

R1-29: exactly as part 1-29 of part 1 

and also with dark brown 

- There is no row 30-32 this time 

- Make 1slst in the first stitch 

18 19 20 
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- Cut the yarn 

- Place this piece on cardboard, 

trace 1x and cut out 

- Glue part 2 against this cardboard 

(P21-22) 

- Sew the last row of part 2 to the 

last row of part 1 and stuff lightly 

while sewing (P23) 

- Put aside for later

 

 

Candy:

R1: with light blue: 6sc in a MR 

R2: inc 6x (12) 

R3: *1sc, inc* repeat (18) 

R4-5: 18sc 

R6: *1sc, dec* repeat (12) 

- Stuff now 

R7: dec 6x (6) 

- Cut the yarn 

- Glue on the frosting (P24) 

- Make 1 more like this but in a different color  

- Glue everything in place according to the pictures on the next page (P25-

31) 

21 22 23 
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**You can have a full egg instead of a half egg.  For that you just make 2 parts 

1 of the egg and sew those together while stuffing. 

 

 

24 25 26 

27 28 29 

30 31 
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You’re done!  Feel free to contact me if you have any questions about the 

pattern at: craftygenesindonesia@gmail.com 

 

Follow me on social media: 

• Facebook group: Amigurumi Heaven 

• Instagram: @craftygenesindonesia 

• Pinterest: @craftygenesindonesia 

• Twitter: @craftygenesind1 

• YouTube: @craftygenesindonesia 

• TikTok: @craftygenesindonesia 

 

I would love to see a picture of what you made if you have one.  Do tag me 

on social media when you post the picture so I will be notified you have 

posted the picture. 

mailto:craftygenesindonesia@gmail.com

